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Discussion group ground rules
‣When we start, type the city and country you are connecting from 

into the chat window
‣Your active participation is required (listen, present, feedback)
‣Asking questions, commenting during a presentation is both 

allowed and encouraged
‣To request to speak, select the “Raise Hand” menu item
‣Presenters will be able to share their screens
‣GoToTraining tracks both attendance and attention (if you are no 

longer viewing the presentation) 



Agenda
1.Application process
2.Scholar at WHO
3.Course team
4.Course objectives

• Survey managers
• Survey analysts

5.Course structure and process
6.Your next steps



Application process



711
# of applications received in 10 days

25 May – 3 June 2018



416
# of applicants shortlisted by WHO

59%



Scholar at WHO



Survey Scholar Team



Subject matter experts (SMEs)
WHO Global Immunization Monitoring and Surveillance
‣ Carolina Danovaro, scientist
‣ Marta Gacic-Dobo, manager 

External experts
‣ Tony Burton, systems analyst (Consultant, retired from the World Health Organization)
‣ Felicity Cutts, epidemiologist (Consultant, retired from London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine)
‣ Mamadou S. Diallo, UNICEF
‣ Dove Djossaya, statistician
‣ Augusto Llosa, epidemiologist, EPICENTRE
‣ Dale Rhoda, statistician, Biostat Global Consulting
‣ John Ndegwa Wagai, consultant
‣ Aaron Wallace, epidemiologist, US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
‣ Kathleen Wannemuehler, US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention



Carolina Danovaro



John Wagai



Dale Rhoda



Course objectives





Module A3 preview
Module A3 announcement and 
instructions + reading list



Technical prerequisite

‣Need to use of Excel or equivalent and a Word 
processor as a minimum
‣Much higher requirement for Survey Analysts



Survey manager Survey analyst

Participants who would 
be likely to use and 
disseminate (but not 
generate) the analysis 
results.

Participants who are 
frequently analyzing data 
using statistical software.



Survey managers



Survey manager objectives
1. Explain and summarize the main survey results, including their limitations.
2. Explain when and why weighted results are appropriate.
3. Interpretation of the results: Extract meaningful insights and translate them into 

important recommendations for immunization programme guidance and monitoring.
4. Interact with a survey analyst to develop the results needed by the coordination 

team.
5. Develop a common vocabulary with the survey analyst to facilitate collaboration and 

dialogue.
6. Develop the main results and discussion of a vaccination coverage survey report 

(the document that stakeholders are most likely to read) to summarize their findings.

Survey managers



Survey manager certification requirements
In Module A3, participants will follow the Survey Manager track, unless 
they successfully qualify for the Survey Analyst track.
Survey managers: Participants who would be likely to use and disseminate (but not 
generate) the analysis results.
‣ Survey manager community assignments for Weeks 1-3.
‣ Draft Manager Creator project with an average peer review rating >2.
‣ Submission of 3 peer reviews with ratings, substantive explanations, and annotations.
‣ Substantive revision and improvement for the final version of the Manager Creator 

project.
‣ Attendance (or legitimate reason for absence and completion of a catch-up task) in 6 

weekly discussion group.

Survey managers



Survey analysts



Survey analyst objectives
1. Prepare databases for merging and analysis.
2. Develop strategies to check for data consistency and correctness, particularly for dealing with dates
3. Learn how to manage missing data.
4. Manage “unknown” responses (example: caretaker is unsure if child was vaccinated).
5. Describe the sample and weighted analysis.
6. Calculate survey weights and add them to the database.
7. Construct and analyze key vaccination indicators (i.e. crude and valid vaccination coverage, 

vaccination timeliness and potential missed opportunities to vaccinate) to produce the main tables 
for a vaccination coverage survey report.

8. Produce compelling visualizations from vaccination data.
9. Interact with a survey manager to develop the results needed by the coordination team.
10.Develop a common vocabulary with the survey manager to facilitate collaboration and dialogue.
11.Develop the executive summary of a vaccination coverage survey report (i.e. the document that 

stakeholders are most likely to read) to summarize their findings.

Survey analysts



Survey analyst certification 
requirements
Survey analysts will need to meet the following requirements for certification:
‣ Survey analyst community assignments for Weeks 1-3.

‣Draft Analyst Creator project with an average peer review rating >2.
‣Submission of 3 peer reviews with ratings, substantive explanations, and 

annotations.
‣Substantive revision and improvement for the final version of the Analyst Creator 

project.
‣Attendance (or legitimate reason for absence and completion of a catch-up task) in 

6 weekly discussion groups.

Survey analysts



Analyst Track 

Qualification assignment
To qualify as a survey analyst in this Module:
‣ Submit the Week 1 Analyst assignment.
‣ The course team will then review your submission and notify you 

of its decision.
‣ If you do not qualify, you will then have to complete the 

Manager assignment.

Survey analysts



Course structure and process



3 spaces for dialogue and collaboration

Community Like a Facebook wall, an open space (agora) for dialogue
Updates are posted by exercise team to prompt activities and tasks
Participants can post Updates too (open assignments)
Give and receive feedback (model peer learning) in open space

Creator Private space for project development
Peer review (giving and receiving feedback)
Structured feedback using a rubric

Weekly 
discussion 
group

This is the one time when we are all connected together.
Mandatory attendance – but it’s short and to the point
Participants present and everyone else gives them feedback



Community assignments

Orientation 
Onboarding 

Week 0 
11–15 June

Week 1 
community 
assignment 
18–22 June 
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community 
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Creator project

Revise 
Week 6 
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Only those who submit their draft 
project will be invited to peer review

Write 
Weeks 1-2-3 
18–22 June 
25–29 June 

2–6 July

Review 
Weeks 4-5 
9–13 July 
16–20 July

1 2 3 4 5 6



What will we do in Community?

‣3 Community assignments due each Friday
‣Updates from course team (instructions, feedback)
‣Open space for dialogue and sharing reflections (blog, 

journal, and discussion forum)



What are the Creator projects?

‣Different projects for Analysts and Managers
‣Give structured feedback to three of your peers about 

their draft projects.
‣Determine how you use the feedback you receive from 

your peers.



Weekly discussion group

BEFORE (30 minutes)
‣Social time
MANDATORY SESSION (60 minutes)
‣Course update (checklist, what’s next)
‣Feedback (How are we doing?)
‣Participant presentations
AFTER (30 minutes)
‣Technical support
‣Step-by-step tutorial on the week’s tasks

Optional workshops
‣Weighting
‣Additional indicators
‣Vaccination 

Coverage Quality 
Indicators (VCQI)



What is the workload?

‣You will need to complete each week’s tasks by the end of 
the week. You should plan to dedicate at least 5-8 hours 
per week, including:
‣30 minutes daily to check in and follow up on tasks;
‣participate in a weekly, 60-minute discussion group.
‣time to work on your Creator project; and
‣If you are not fluent in English or in using digital tools you 

should allow an extra 3-4 hours per week.



How to keep up with the course

‣There will be tasks to complete Monday through Friday. Activities are 
“chunked” so that they may be completed in 30-minute sessions.
‣We encourage you to complete each activity on the day it is posted.
‣Nevertheless, you are free to catch up any time during the week, 

preferably before the Thursday discussion group.
‣Each week’s activities builds on the preceding week. It is important 

that you do not fall behind the schedule.
If you notice that you are falling behind, please get in touch with 
the learning support team (rga@learning.foundation)

mailto:rga@learning.foundation


Support system

WhatsApp group

Digital learning skills

Catch-up guides

Technical support

Video tutorials Office hours

Level 3 Accompanists

Subject matter expertise

Discussion group

Weekly assignment

Creator project

Level 1 Accompanists

Level 2 Accompanists

Peer support

Remote coffee

Peer review



Honor code
You are expected to follow the following Honor Code to uphold a high standard of 
academic integrity.
What this means in practice, given the open learning model in this course:
‣Community assignments in Weeks 1 and 2 will be posted as Updates in the 

Community. Only view Updates from other participants until you have posted your 
own.
‣You may not share your Creator project with anyone else unless explicitly permitted by 

the course team. This will happen at the end of Week 3, when you submit your project 
for peer review by three other participants. 
‣You may not engage in any other activities that will dishonestly improve your results or 

dishonestly improve or damage the results of others.
Failure to follow these guidelines may result in your removal from the course.



Withdrawal from the course

You may be asked to withdraw from the course if:
1. You share or submit your Community assignments or 

Creator project using other people’s work without full 
acknowledgement.

2. You breach confidentiality by sharing the work or views of 
other course participants outside the course community.



Your next steps
REALITY CHECK!
Onboarding
Orientation



How did you manage during orientation 
week?
‣“The first week of the course was very hectic as I had missed few 

updates in scholar. Time management was another challenge in 
initial week. While joining the first live discussion group, I was 
dipping behind and found lost on some discussion agenda.”
‣“To deal with these challenges, I decided to spare some time on a 

regular basis to review the updates. I started setting the reminders 
in phone on assignment and its deadline. Daily visits to Scholar 
kept me updated about the course and interaction with mentors 
provided me enthusiasm to be consistent as a scholar.”



What is your advice to new 
participants?
“My only advice would be for new participants to be 
regular in the course. Daily review of updates, following 
strict timelines and take support from mentors to avoid 
any confusion.”



GO! OPT OUT
This course is not for me.
All we ask: tell us why.

I commit to the course.
I commit to supporting my colleagues.
I have time blocked in my calendar.
I will start onboarding right after 
this briefing.

https://goo.gl/forms/N3wokBo3UDuTNjYa2



Resources

‣Coverage surveys page on WHO web site
‣World Health Organization Vaccination Coverage 

Cluster Surveys Reference Manual 
‣TechNet-21
‣TechNet-21 VCQI users group

http://www.who.int/immunization/monitoring_surveillance/routine/coverage/en/index2.html



Onboarding instructions

1. Register for weekly discussion group
2. Join WhatsApp group
3. Creat your account in Scholar
4. Complete your profile in Scholar
5. Join the Module A3 (2018) Scholar 

community
6. Send a message on WhatsApp to 

confirm that you have completed 
onboarding

http://learning.foundation/who-survey-scholar-onboard/



Legitimate absence  
from mandatory discussion group
If you have a legitimate reason for not being able to 
attend the discussion group, you need to complete 
three tasks.
‣Complete the legitimate absence request form.
‣View the session recording once it is available (usually 

within 24-48 hours after the group meets).
‣Complete the catch-up task for that week.



What am I supposed to do  
during Orientation Week?
Each day this week, you will find a new Update that 
contains:
‣welcome messages from the course team,
‣video tutorials and other instructions to help you learn to 

use Scholar, and
‣resources to guide and help you prepare your learning.
‣In this Update for Day 1 of Orientation, you have six short 

tasks to complete.


